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Kindergarten Teacher
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Company: Bright Learners Private School

Location: Dubai

Category: healthcare-practitioners-and-technical

Contract Length: 2 years Number of Vacancies: 2 Student Level:

Early Childhood

Eligible Candidates:

Licensed Teacher

Requirements:

Education Required: Bachelor

Minimum Teaching Experience: 2 years of teaching experience

Major: Early Childhood Education or similar

Required Certificates: Teaching Credential/License

Qualifications:

Education Required: Bachelor

Minimum Teaching Experience: 2 years of teaching experience

Required Certificates: Teaching Credential/License

2 years experience teaching in a school preferably offering the American Curriculum or

Common Core State Standards

Valid teacher certification for the subject and level you are applying for
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International experience is a plus

Experience with English Language Learners is a plus

Job Benefits:

Tax-free salary based on experience (housing allowance included in salary)

End-of-service gratuity and benefits

Annual flight reimbursement included in salary

Medical/Dental insurance

2-year contract with an option for renewal

UAE resident visa processing

Leadership opportunities

Discounted tuition for up to 2 students

Job Description:

Bright Learners Private School is looking for dedicated, qualified, and experienced teachers to

become a part of our school family! We are looking for committed teachers to complement

our qualified team of educators. You will be responsible for preparing and implementing a full

educational teaching plan according to the school’s requirements. It will be essential to

provide knowledge and instruction to students while also helping them develop socially and

emotionally.

The ideal candidate will be passionate about the job with an ability to reach out to

students and create a relationship of mutual trust. They will know how to organize a class,

possess great classroom management skills, and make learning an easy, enjoyable,

and meaningful process. The goal is to help cultivate the student’s interest in education and

be their dedicated ally in the entire process of learning and development.

Situated in Al Rashidiya, Dubai, Bright Learners Private School offers its students a US

Common Core Standards-based curriculum. As a growing school, we aim to continue

building a strong school foundation. Bright Learners Private School’s mission is to nurture

creative, inspired, collaborative, and innovative learners who are equipped with the tools,

knowledge, and skills to make a positive impact on themselves and their environment.



Through comprehensive education, parents can expect their children to receive learning

experiences designed to promote their maximum potential. Bright Learners Private School’s

goal is to teach young minds how to become global citizens, be curious about their world,

think critically, solve problems, and become independent learners. Prospective members of

the school’s community will immediately notice they are dedicated to academic excellence

and ensuring a bright future for every child.

This is a Direct to School Job This is a Direct to School Job About the School:

Bright Learners Private School, located in the heart of Dubai in Al Rashidiya. Following an

American curriculum, Bright Learners Private School provides Dubai residents with affordable

schooling led by highly qualified American teachers.

Our spacious, open, and newly remodeled campus serves students from Kindergarten

through Grade 6, with plans to further expand and offer levels up to 12th grade.

Prospective members of the school’s community will immediately notice that Bright

Learners Private School is dedicated to academic excellence and ensuring a bright future for

every child.

Our Mission

To cultivate an inclusive learning community that challenges learners to reach their optimum

success and empowers them to become contributing members of the local and global

community

Our Vision

A community where all children feel loved, inspired, and empowered to achieve their fullest

potential

Learning Pillars

To provide innovatively and inspired learning for self, for change, for all

This is a Direct to School Job This is a Direct to School Job About Dubai:

Drawing millions of visitors each year, Dubai allows teachers to experience a unique

combination of traditional Middle Eastern ways of life and an upscale expatriate lifestyle.

Dubai's many private schools provide opportunities for licensed teachers to teach in one of

the most exciting and dynamic modern cities in the world.

Language: Arabic Population: 2,106,177 Currency: UAE Dirham Major Religion(s): Islam

Climate: Hot desert climate Size: 4,114 km² This is a Direct to School Job This is a Direct to

School Job
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